IMMUNE GUARD

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Every data center operator has the hassle of dealing with a fragmented server landscape.
Even today, the data center environment consists of multiple hardware architectures and
platforms for years before decommissioning. Bringing the same trustworthiness and security to all of these platforms seems to be unrealistic. Standards in software and implementation differ from platform to platform.
Firmware components grew massively over the last years, leading to a hard shift in the vector of cyberattacks. Maintenance of the infrastructure gets a nightmare, especially when it
comes to updates of the firmware. Even for well-skilled security architects and developers,
it’s hard to understand their hardware component’s lower-level dynamics. New hardware
from the manufactures may contain malware, is hard auditable, and misses transparency.
As a result, the costs for running such a data center explode. Our company reduces the
impact of multiple difficulties in your infrastructure. Our solution integrates seamlessly
as a typical software application. With our SaaS backend, we can reduce costs by making
your server fleet transparent, protecting against malware and supply chain attacks in one
technology stack.

OUR SOLUTION
immune Guard is a SaaS solution that protects your IT from cyber threats. Our approach
is to use already existing security technologies in your devices. We can detect known and
unknown malware inside your firmware and operating system by fingerprinting. When
traditional endpoint protection fail, immune Guard is the last line of your defense.

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
You have restricted IT budgets, and your IT department is overwhelmed by the complexity
of cybersecurity:
• Do you patch firmware - server and client?
• Can you automatically patch and update firmware?
• Do you ever pentest your hardware?
• How do you protect your supply chain against attacks?
• Are you aware of the security capabilities of your hardware?
• Do you know which components of firmware & hardware are vulnerable and out-ofdate?
• Can your endpoint protection detect firmware and bootloader attacks?
immune Guard is an Attestation as a Service platform that analyses your infrastructure’s
firmware and provisioned hardware configurations. We do risk assessment, incident response and automatically monitor the devices in your fleet.
Reach out to us: sales@immu.ne, www.immu.ne

